Quality
Sports Surface
Installation
& Maintenance

Experts in all areas of artificial grass and synthetic sports surfaces

Our dedicated team with over 20 years industry experience installing,
rejuvenating and maintaining all types of synthetic sports surfaces, play
areas and commercial space.

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE FOR SPORTS

Tennis

We recomend annual deep cleaning programme
and regular chemical treatments.
We offer a full tennis court re-lining, re -painting,
binding and resurfacing service that will guarantee
your hard court retains a long lasting, high quality
finish.

Athletics

Athletic tracks including long jump, triple jumps
and javelin areas use a porous base of rubber
granules in a two-part polyurethane resin.
We offer a full range of services for running tracks /
athletic tracks and ancillary areas including; running
track/athletics track cleaning, chemical treatment,
re-lining, re-surfacing and repairs.
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Football & Rugby

Artificial surfaces are becoming increasingly
popular for these sports and are now FIFA &
the FA, IRB and RFU approved.
We offer a full cleaning and maintenance
program for 3rd generation and 4th generation
football/rugby surfaces including infill top up,
chemical treatment, part and full rejuvenation
and repairs.

Cricket

Artificial wickets and nets offer players a hardwearing all-year-round surface.
We offer a wide range of artificial wicket and
artificial turf net cleaning, maintenance, repairs,
rejuvenation, relaying and construction. Using
high quality, British made carpets, shock pads
and nets we can breathe new life into your
facility with a partial or full refurbishment.

We treat 3G and 4G football and rugby pitches, all sand filled and sand
dressed surfaces, macadam and acrylic tennis surfaces, M.U.G.A and athletics
tracks, cricket practice nets, wickets and all synthetic sports surfaces.

FOR COMMERCIAL SPACES

Golf

Golf greens can be designed to exact
specifications, with ‘rough’ areas, undulations
and numerous holes included.
Artificial Grass Cambridge work with the leading
synthetic sport grass manufacturers including
TigerTurf® and Desso® and are able to offer
solutions to suit all sizes and budgets.

We transform outdoor areas from nurseries,
schools and commercial spaces using
only high quality UK and European made
grass. Our additional services include roof
cleaning.
All our work comes with a 15 year
commercial warranty and the artificial grass
that we install comes with a limited 10 year
guarantee to give you real peace of mind.

Hockey

Play Areas

We offer Hockey pitch regular maintenance,
cleaning, part rejuvenation, full rejuvenation,
re-lining and repairs for sand based and sand
dressed surfaces. Also cleaning, maintenance,
chemical treatments, rejuvenation and repairs
for water-based surfaces.

Many schools and nurseries have benefited from our
artificial grass installations. Areas that were previously
unusable due to mud or hard concrete have been
given a new lease of life, offering the children a great,
multi functioning, fun surface for learning and play.
With artificial grass you can offer outdoor play to the
children throughout the year.

Regular maintenance, cleaning, part
rejuvenation, full rejuvenation, re-lining and
repairs

With artificial grass you can offer outdoor play to the
children throughout the year.

Office

The perfect solution for commercial spaces, transform
your commercial business outdoor space and benefit
from minimal maintenance requirements.
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SAND FILLED/SAND DRESSED SURFACES
Sand filled and sand dressed
surfaces are extremely popular
for club/community level and for
schools. They offer a fast game
with ‘even’ cushioning for the
ball. They are ideal for hockey,
tennis, netball and football.
Without maintenance the area
can become contaminated and
compacted leading to a slippery,
dangerous surface that is prone
to flooding.

3G/4G RUBBER INFILLED SURFACES
3rd and 4th generation surfaces
are a longer pile (40-60mm)
with a rubber granulate infill
and are commonly known as
3G or 4G pitches. 3G and 4G
surfaces are ideal for football and
rugby. Without a maintenance
programme and left untreated, 3G
and 4G pitches can become very
compacted and contaminated
leading to a slippery, dangerous
surface that will flood easily.

Regular Maintenance
A regular, professional maintenance programme will extend
the life of your surface by as much as 50%. Includes: Drag
Brushing, Intensive de-compaction, Power Brushing, Infill Top
Ups, Chemical Treatments, Infill Filtration.
Seam and Patch Repairs
Over time seams and joints fail, these can cause trip hazards
and make surfaces unsafe for play. Seams can be replaced
and worn areas can be patched and graded.d graded.
Line Marking
Over marking worn-out lines or adding extra sports lines to
your surface. Our 2 part paint is durable and long lasting. All
paint products are made from the highest quality acrylic and
polyurethane materials which are tested to ensure durability.

MACADAM (TARMAC) HARD COURT/MULTI USE
Hard Tennis courts and multi use
games areas (MUGAs) can be made
of porous macadam (Tarmac).
Without proper maintenance, moss,
mould, leaf & stick debris and
bird droppings contaminate the
surface and eat into the macadam.
This leads to the Tarmac breaking
up, which makes holes and loose
stone becomes present leading to a
dangerous area.
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Regular Maintenance
A regular, professional maintenance programme will extend
the life of your surface by as much as 50%. Includes: Drag
brushing, De-compaction, Power brushing, Infill Top ups,
Chemical Treatments, Infill Filtration.
Seam and Patch Repairs
Over time seams and joints fail, these can cause trip hazards
and make surfaces unsafe for play. Seams can be replaced
and worn areas can be patched.d graded.
Line Marking
Over marking worn-out lines or adding extra sports lines to
your surface. Our 2 part paint is durable and long lasting. All
paint products are made from the highest quality acrylic and
polyurethane materials which are tested to ensure durability.

Part/Full Surface Rejuvenation
Is there standing water and muddy patches appearing on
your surface especially after rain? This usually indicates
contaminated infill is slowing down the drainage of your
surface. We remove part/all contaminated infill easing the
flow of standing water.
Seasonal works: Summer rejuvenation (Dry weather is
required)
Includes: Intensive de-compaction, infill filtration with a fine
filter to remove contamination such as hair, skin, dust and
carpet fibre. These contaminates are vacuumed from the
surface; their removal aids and improves drainage.
Winter Rejuvenation
Without the correct maintenance regime in place,
contaminants such as leaf fall can build up within your

Part/Full Surface Rejuvenation
Is there standing water and muddy patches appearing on
your surface especially after rain? This usually indicates
contaminated infill is slowing down the drainage of your
surface. We remove part/all contaminated infill easing the
flow of standing water.
Seasonal works: Summer rejuvenation (Dry weather is
required)
Includes: Intensive de-compaction, infill filtration with a
fine filter to remove contamination such as hair, skin, dust
and carpet fibre. These contaminates are vacuumed from
the surface; their removal aids and improves pitch/court
performance and drainage.
Winter Rejuvenation
Developed to radically improve pitch drainage. Without the

Intensive Court/MUGA Maintenance
Using specialist pressure washing equipment developed
specifically for delicate sports surfaces.
Chemical Treatment
Moss, mould and algae easily takes hold on a porous
surface; left untreated the Macadam breaks up and needs
replacement. Weeds can also penetrate tarmac if left
untreated. Regular chemical treatments stop growth of moss,
mould, algae and weeds and will keep your surface in the best
playing condition.
Tennis Court Maintenance and Repairs
Damage from frost, tree roots, weeds, moss, or acidic bird
droppings can leave sections of porous Macadam needing
replacement. We are able to cut out areas of damaged
Macadam, re-patch and if necessary, re-paint.

Tennis Court Maintenance line marking
We are able to over mark worn-out lines or add extra sports
lines to your surface. Our 2 part paint is durable and long
lasting. All paint products are made from the highest quality
acrylic and polyurethane materials which are tested to
ensure durability.
Tennis/MUGA Court Re-painting of the Whole Surface
We are able to repaint the entire court area including all
lines. All paint products are made from the highest quality
acrylic materials which are frequently tested to ensure
durability and the right slip resistance.
Tennis Court Cleaning and Re-painting and Re-binding (to
improve performance of older surfaces)
Surface binder adheres the aggregate of the macadam and
can breathe new life into heavily worn or moss-damaged
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ACRYLIC HARD COURT
The best of non-cushioned tennis
surfaces, acrylic surfaces are
prone to cracking and drainage
issues due to the UK climate.
A non-porous surface, which
can sit in water for much of the
year, it requires a good regular
maintenance programme to
ensure it does not become
contaminated with mould, moss
and algae.

POLYMERIC RUBBER
This surface is most commonly
used for running tracks and Multi
Use Games Areas (MUGA’s) and is
made up of a porous base of rubber
granules in a two part polyurethane
resin. The surfaces are prone to
contamination from moss, mould
and algae and can become
slippery and dangerous if left
un-maintained.

Intensive Maintenance and Cleaning
We use specialist pressure washing equipment developed
specifically for delicate sports surfaces to deep clean the
surface of your running track or multi use games area.
Chemical Treatment
To kill moss, mould, algae and remove weeds from the surface
and ensure your running track /MUGA stays slip free and safe.
graded.
Repairs
Damage can be caused by studs and the movement of
equipment. Sections of polymeric rubber can be taken out,
replaced and re-sprayed. For smaller repairs a DIY rubber
repair kit is available from our shop.

WATER BASED
Used exclusively for high level
hockey offering a very fast play;
some newer pitches can be played
without water for practice and
club games. Typical pile height
is 18-20mm. Without a regular
program of maintenance this kind
of surface can become extremely
contaminated with moss and live
algae; this leads to a slippery,
dangerous surface.
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Intensive Maintenance and Cleaning
We use specialist pressure washing equipment developed
specifically for delicate sports surfaces.
Repairs
The UK climate can be very hard on Acrylic surfaces. By
nature they are non-porous so often sit in water, frost, ice
and snow which can cause surface cracking and movement
around drains. We can repair the surface with a colour
matched acrylic binder that will leave the pitch feeling and
looking as good as new.raded.

Re-lining
Moss, mould and algae easily takes hold on a porous
surface; left untreated the Macadam breaks up and needs
replacement. Weeds can also penetrate tarmac if left
untreated. Regular chemical treatments stop growth of
moss, mould, algae and weeds and will keep your surface
in the best playing condition. contaminants such as leaf
fall can build up within your surface and stop it draining or
leave it draining very slowly leaving deposits of silt on the
surface. These areas can be radically improved by our winter
rejuvenation allowing your surface to drain far more easily.

Re-lining
We can over mark worn out lines or add extra
sports lines to your surface. Our 2 part paint
is durable and long lasting. All paint products
are made from the highest quality acrylic and
polyurethane materials which are tested to
ensure durability.

Pitch Cleaning & Chemical Treatment
To kill and prevent moss, mould, algae and remove weeds
from the surface.
Part/Full Surface Rejuvenation
Using our specialist intensive cleaning process.

Line Marking
Over marking worn-out lines or adding extra sports lines to
your surface. Our 2 part paint is durable and long lasting. All
paint products are made from the highest quality acrylic and
polyurethane materials which are tested to ensure durability.

Seam and Patch Repairs
Over time seams and joints fail, these can cause trip hazards
and make surfaces unsafe for play.
Seams can be replaced and worn areas can be patched and
graded.
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01354 654422
info@artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
Unit 1, Commercial Road,
March PE15 8QP

